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First XI Loss

2 5 Luke Buetel                                     

Richard Dean 

James O’Sullivan Ipswich took a quick 2 goal lead in the first 20 mins and it seemed like it was 

against the run of play. The boys played some good football stating off from last 

weekend's best performance of the season. We got back into the game a few 

minutes before half time, after Richard Dean put pressure on the keeper for Luke 

Buetel to rifle an unstoppable shot into the roof of the net.

In the second half we fancied our chances of turning the score around but were 

hit by a sucker punch straight after the re start to be behind 1-3.

We conjured up a second goal as the boys tried hard to get back into the game but 

once again we conceded almost immediately. A late penalty made the final score 

IGS 5 TGS 2 

2nd XI Win

4 0 Harrison Mills 1     Sam 

Lipp 1                      

Shelby Ward 1           

Mitchell Crook 1

Joven Raguse A controlled start to the Ipswich game had our TGS 2nds 1-0 up after 4 minutes.  1-

0 became 2-0 as Sam Lipp pounced on a through ball to double our lead in the 

18th minute. Then with quite possibly the team goal of the season, Shelby Ward 

finished of a passage of play that involved 24 passes and I believe all 10 players on 

the field and Baxter in goals. Even the IGS coach had to pass a comment on that 

one as he said “your boys sure know how to move a ball around”.  I don’t believe 

there is a better compliment for a team than the opposition coach praising the 

way they play.

3-0 at half time with the game well in control allowed some personnel changes, as 

Doug Plant and Ollie Schubert earned promotion from the 3rds.

Any rotation of players through a group can occasionally break momentum, and 

for a little while it did, however with 10 minutes remaining, Mitchell Crook fired 

home our 4th from just inside the 18 yard box. 4-0 win to finish. No more road 

trips and one final game to go at Home on Friday. Well done boys!

3rd XI Draw/Tie

0 Isaac Miles One of the most entertaining games I have had the privilege of being involved in 

and the best team effort of the season. While we hit the woodwork 5 times, had a 

goal disallowed for offside and missed two penalties, you could not fault the lad's 

effort and commitment. It was hard to find any standouts from the team, as 

everyone had a good game. Doug Plant again marshalled the troops at the back, 

while the midfield of Leander Yotnda, Tom Layton, Charlie Street and Dougal 

Campbell helped to keep the ball flowing to the forward line where Isaac Miles, 

Oliver Schubert and Baxter McDonald provided us with great opportunities to 

score. Unfortunately it wasn't to be. Maybe next week against BSHS.

4th XI No Match

11A Win

2 0 Oliver Reed                    

Jamie Watson

Jamie Watson IGS were good, plenty of champagne Charlie’s in their team, fully expecting to 

take this at a canter.  Alas, we had other plans.  We started strong, tested them 

early only for Brannelly to fluff his lines in front of goal.  At 15 Minutes, Zyon 

Welsh tested the keeper with a long range effort.  Our endeavors repped 

justifiable rewards in the 19th minute when Oliver Reed clicked onto an excellent 

defense, splitting pass to allow him to use his phenomenal speed and excellent 

execution to slot the ball in the far corner.  IGS were stunned.  A second goal 

should have come in the 24th minute from Welsh however, his was denied by a 

spectacular save from the ever agile IGS keeper.  A half time pep talk set the men 

up for a tightly contested 2nd half.  It was obvious that whoever scored the next 

goal would undoubtedly triumph in this epic encounter.  That moment nearly fell 

to IGS who blasted a goal bound equaliser in the 47th minute only for Callum 

Francis to brilliantly parry the shot wide.  This moment was the wakeup call 

needed. TGS swarmed forward in waves and a desperate goal mouth scramble in 

the 51st minute ended in a 2nd goal for the men with the final touch going to the 

ever willing Jamie Watson.  The game shifted our way and the unlucky Tom Green 

had his moment of the season denied by a belligerent goal post, that had no right 

to deny him his first goal in 2021.  The final whistle was met with great joy from a 

fine group of men who continue to punch above expectations. 

11B Loss

1 4 James Parkin Nicholas O’Sullivan An early match at Brassall, meant an early rise for the lads. Although we were well 

and truly up against it on the field, I am very proud of the young men from 

Toowoomba being able to play their own game and not be drawn into petty on-

field disputes. Although we conceded a few goals, the goal of the match went to 

James Parkin. All in all, it was not the match with we would have liked to end our 

season, but the positives of the season as a whole are well worth celebrating. 

11C Loss

2 6 Paarth Menon          

Harry Fortune

Tumoana Strugnell A late forfeit from the IGS 11C's saw us versing a team made up mostly of their 

11B players. These circumstances didn't phase the boys who went on to play 

arguably their best game of the season. Our combination in the middle and final 

third of the field to create scoring opportunities was exceptional, with the boys 

creating many more chances than the IGS side throughout the game. As always 

our strengths was our work rate and desire to win the ball back as soon as we lost 

possession. Very good game from the boys overall and they should hold their 

heads high.     

10A Loss

1 4 Tom Brown Luke Parish The 10as on our first early start of the season against Ipswich showed as it took 

our boy’s a while to warm up. We conceded 3 goals in the first half,  but showed 

some fight back late in the first half with a great goal from Tom brown. We had 2 

or 3 more chances late in the first half with some great build up from our midfield 

Zac Pherous, Taku Doherty & Luke Parish, only to be denied by the wood work. 

The second half we dominated from the kick off Harry Graham, Luke Parish & Tom 

Brown had a number of chances in front of goal but our finishing let us down. 

Luke Silver was strong in goal & Harry Tate had a strong game. Ipswich scored 

their fourth goal late in the second half, as we tried to push for more goals . 

Overall, a great second half, just wasn’t our day. Bring on Friday.

FB Round 8 vs IGS



10B Draw/Tie

1 1 Steven Osborne Steven Osborne The men of TGS played another fantastic 2nd half to steal a draw from our rivals 

Ipswich. Solid defence and a creative midfield saw TGS maintain possession and 

create opportunities, with Steve Osborne heading a perfect cross from Will Smith 

to draw the game.

10C No Match

10D No Match

9A Win

2 1 Baily Mann       Samuel 

Geu

Yousef Taylor Warriors.... Backs to the wall last 10 minutes ... Truly a performance that showed 

the spirit and determination of the boys.  A game we should have put to bed. 

Goals from Bailey Mann and Sam Geu should have saw us get home comfortably. 

However, we conceded a soft goal and the game changed. Having said that we 

still had chances to finish off and the IGS side played good football. Our back 5 

were magic and comfortable with Joe Gray, Kai Richardson and Ben Miller, 

marshalling the forces and defended well. Oliver Clifford and Ted Long had some 

great overlapping runs that were very effective. Mid-field for most part had 

control of the game and I thought we were creative with Josh Zahra and Will 

Searle in the middle and Ibraham and Yousef Taylor, making good inroads down 

the flanks. Bailey Mann, Ethan Mutsando and Big Sam were a constant threat.  We 

brought on Sam McLennan and did the boy do well, he saved a goal in the dying 

minutes which was magic. His overall play was excellent.  A big part I have tried to 

inspire the team to do is good decision making, no doubt it has got better and in 

the most part all the boys did that well. This is a part of every footballers journey 

that will be constantly tested. Well done boys

9B Win

5 2 Samuel Geu 4            

Conner Youngberry 1 

Conner Youngberry Superb performance to finish their season. Keeping their shape and structure TGS 

were too strong for opposition, IGS. Boys went up 2 nil with strong finishes from 

Sam Geu and Conner Youngberry. The boys soon learnt, however, that you cannot 

switch off and found themselves all square at the half after some minor errors. 

2nd half saw more great ball movement with a number of shots and crosses on 

target. Will Barnes, Ndumo Tembo and Max Williamson all put in solid games to 

help support our strikers finish the job. A great effort across the park meant the 

boys could end the season on a high.  

9C Win

9 0 James Elms 3                    

OG (Own goal) 1                     

Gilbert Goddard 1                

Campbell Gourley 2                        

Ben Burgess 1

Campbell Gourley Every player in the team tried their best, and a few players were playing out of 

position. Some defenders were rewarded with their work rate this season, by 

doing a job up top. Great sportsmanship was shown when James Elms was 

knocked to the ground and 4 of our boys gave him a hand up. The boys didn’t stop 

going and gave it their all. Campbell Gourley was man of the match scoring his 

first goal of the season for the C's coming up from the D’s to put in a great 

performance. A great season. 

9D No Match

8A Loss

2 3 Tdonson Hammond                    

Tristan Hearn

Charlie Lachmund 1-0 at the break and a very solid defensive shape with a lead courtesy of a goal by 

Tdonson Hammond. A spirited second half with both teams, not conceding 

ground. The end of the day, the team with more possession came out on top.

8B Loss

2 4 Charles Herden                   

Matthew Johnston 

Thompson Nimac Toowoomba Grammar started their match against Ipswich Grammar well by 

committing to their challenges and not allowing IGS any time on the ball. The first 

half was a tightly contested affair with both sides having several chances to take 

the lead. The deadlock was broken when the electric pace of the IGS centre 

forward allowed him slot the ball home after a one on one with Patrick O’Sullivan 

in the TGS goal. IGS were able to double their lead soon after when Patrick was 

again left one on one with the IGS forward. To their credit the TGS boys stuck to 

the task and were duly rewarded when Charles Herden collected the ball on the 

left wing, drove it in towards goal and slipped the ball under the diving IGS 

keeper. Half time 1-2.

The second half started well with both teams trading shots without success. 

Midway through the half IGS were able to regain their two goal lead after their 

centre forward was able to capitalise on a rare defensive lapse from the TGS back 

four, a score past Ned Sullivan. TGS continued to put pressure on IGS and 

managed to reduce the deficit when Matthew Johnston scored from a tight angle 

after pilfering the ball from the IGS defence. With 5 minutes remaining on the 

clock IGS made the score 4-2 after they were awarded a soft penalty. Final score 2-

4. The TGS boys competed well and should be proud of their efforts despite the 

result. 

8C Win

14 0 Harry Barwick 7                  

Cooper Brown 3                         

Stafford Cleeve 1                  

Will Luscombe 1                                    

Ben Walker 2

Ben Walker Great way to finish the season with a big win against the BBC 9E team. Particularly 

pleasing was the way the 8E boys filled in for us and did a great job. All the 

forwards got into the goal scoring frenzy but special mention to Cooper Brown 

and Ben Walker who delivered the passes for the goals. This season, the 8D team 

played 8 games with 6 wins, 1 draw and 1 loss. Well done boys.

8D No Match

8E No Match

7A Loss

7 Xavier Thompson A much improved performance by the boys. Despite the 7 - 0 scoreline, the boys 

have continued to improve each week both in defence and attack. The boys again 

started well against our strongest opposition yet. Going into half time we were 

behind 5 - 0. The determination of the boys was evident in the second half where 

they restricted Ipswich to just 2 goals and produced a number of goal scoring 

opportunities. There are some real positives for this team that have become more 

evident as the season has progressed.

7B Loss

1 2 Lachlan Haller Lachlan Haller A bittersweet end to the season for 7B.  The improvement of the boys over the 

season was on show and we were easily the equals of our opponents today.  

Chances came early in the game but we couldn’t put them away and went into 

half time at nil all.  Early in the second half IGS snuck a goal home against the 

general run of play and we found ourselves down.  The boys continued to push 

and created several chances.  Our equaliser finally came off a tidy corner kick 

from Rory Webster onto the boot of Lachlan Haller who deftly drove the ball into 

the top corner of the net.  The goal was the icing on Lachlan’s player of the game 

performance.  His undying energy and terrier attitude were a constant headache 

for the opposition.  Unfortunately, with 30 seconds to go, IGS we’re able to get 

behind our defence and slot home a second goal in a major punch to the gut.  The 

boys deserved the draw, if not more and to lose like that is a horrible feeling. 

We’ll done to all the boys on a fun season.  They have all improved massively this 

year and will continue to do so with the attitude that they brought to every 

training session.

7C No Match

7D No Match



6A Loss

0 13 Alby Galbraith Tough match at Ipswich, with a very good opposition! The boys tried their best but 

it wasn’t enough to be competitive. The quality gap between the players was big 

and IGS dominated the whole game.

6B Draw/Tie

2 2 Leo Alexander             

Ellord Panta

Louis Cavanagh In a good match between two evenly matched teams, it was wonderful to see the 

TGS boys put together many of the things we have worked on this season. While it 

has been tough for many weeks, there has clearly been a lot of learning that has 

occurred and they put that in to practice today on the field. Louis Cavanagh had 

another strong game at the back and Praj Gupte together with Ellord Panta did a 

great job through the middle. We pressed hard for the game winning goal but just 

couldn’t find it. It was still lovely to finish the season with a good all around 

performance. 

5A Win

11 0 Ethan Thompson 4                       

Riley Burke 3                  

Sam Head             

Iskcon Gyawali                  

Noah Brannelly                        

Jai Karki 

Ethan Thompson A great way to finish the season... probably should have been far more! 

5B No Match


